1. Introduction

With development of prenatal imaging technology diagnosis of fetal and placental disorders are becoming widely accepted in the field of perinatology especially so when some fetal condition may deteriorates before delivery. Awareness of prenatal conditions that may deteriorate before delivery or worsens soon after delivery is invaluable in planning long-term postnatal medical care. The idea of treating a fetus as a patient should never be considered strange or unusual any longer. If the affected fetuses do not undergo any treatment prenatally, devastating complications and/or deaths are likely to ensue.

Fetal surgical procedures are categorized into three categories of; open surgery (with hysterotomy), endoscopic surgery (without hysterotomy), and ultrasound surgery. Using these procedures, prevention of fetal or neonatal mortality has been increasingly achieved promoting the chances of successful postnatal treatment with improved long-term quality of life. Endoscopic surgery is expected to correct fetal abnormalities using relatively simple modalities. An example of a simple and effective endoscopic surgery is the use of fetal tracheal occlusion to prevent intrauterine progression of pulmonary hypoplasia in congenital diaphragmatic hernia (CDH). As fetuses do not breathe in utero, this treatment’s usefulness and importance cannot be overstated. Unlike this procedure, ex utero intrapartum treatment (EXIT), fetal myelomeningocele (MMC) repair, fetal lobectomy for congenital cystic adenomatoid malformation (CCAM), and fetal resection of sacrococcygeal teratoma (SCT) have been based on open procedure. The goal of these procedures is a long-term improvement of postnatal quality of life in case of MMC, and to save the fetal life in case of CCAM or SCT.

Fetal surgery is typically performed on fetuses around 19 to 28 weeks of gestation. The purpose is to treat fetal and placental morphologic defects, which could be diagnosed early before birth, and inhibit their progressions to point of severe fetal compromise. However, it may be complicated by surgical infections, premature labor, premature birth and membrane rupture. The recent introduction of endoscopic and ultrasound image-guided surgeries have enabled minimally invasive intrauterine surgery (Harrison et al., 2001) thus reducing these potential complications of open fetal surgery to the barest minimum.

Our major target diseases are fetal CDH, fetal MMC, twin-to-twin transfusion syndrome (TTTS) and hypoplastic left heart syndrome (HLHS) or HLHS with restrictive atrial septum
that inevitably leads to irreversible pulmonary vascular damages. MMC is a dorsal neural tube defect with highest risk of hydrocephalus as well as motor/perception and vesico-rectal disabilities. Although current fetal repair of MMC is to surgically cover and protect the lesion in utero, this procedure is hard to accomplish endoscopically with the use of conventional surgical devices alone (Bruner et al., 1999; Kohl et al., 2006), as a result of a cramped working. TTTS occurs in 10-15% of monochorionic twin gestations and is caused by placental vascular anastomoses, resulting in an imbalance in blood flow and volume between both twins. In severely affected cases, this syndrome is likely to be associated with high perinatal mortality or postnatal life-long handicaps (Feldstein et al., 2000). As a definitive prenatal treatment, fetoscopic laser photoagulation of the anastomotic vessels has been widely accepted (Senat et al., 2004; Quintero et al., 2000). Current procedures for correction of restrictive fetal atrial septum are still invasive because they require ultrasound-guided puncture of tiny beating fetal heart (Kohl et al., 2000; Marshall et al., 2004; Mäkikallio et al., 2006).

In order to overcome the challenges of fetal endoscopic surgery, improve surgical outcome and allow for more advanced surgery, we developed sets of new devices that will act as super eyes, super hand and improve navigation. We called them “super eyes”, “super hands” and “super navigations”.

In this chapter, we present details of these super devices and their applications for future fetal intervention. These technologies is sure to be employed both for stand-alone and combined use.

2. Super eyes

An ideal super eyes for intrauterine surgery should be able to expand the views of the conventional endoscopic and ultrasound machine for preoperative diagnosis, intraoperative activities and visualisation of the operative field as well as postoperative monitoring. Achieving this requires the use of high performance endoscopes and high-resolution 3D/4D ultrasound machine. We developed new endoscopes and ultrasound machines that perform the function of super eyes.

2.1 Three-dimensional fetoscope

Inside the uterus, fetal bodies and placental tissues are fragile and delicate. The Surgeon must be careful about manipulating surgical instruments, however conventional fetoscopes give only a two-dimensional (2D) view without depth perception. To solve this issue, we developed a miniature three-dimensional (3D) fetoscope of 5.4-mm diameter mounting double 1/10-inch CCDs and lens-units on the distal-end tip including a laser fiber channel of 1-mm diameter for safe laser photoaguration (Fig. 1) (Kobayashi et al., 2009). This fetoscope can supply surgeons with a 3D front or a diagonally front view without any eye fatigue, enabling safe procedures in the uterus.

2.2 Fluorescence endoscope

In TTTS therapy, surgeons must assess anastomotic communicating blood vessels. However, small vessels are often missed due to the poor view which obtained with a fetoscope.
To help this assessment, we developed a fluorescence endoscope which is capable of visualizing very small vessels, even in the cloudy amniotic fluid (Harada et al., 2009; Ishiyama et al., 2011). We did in vitro test to visualize a placenta of cynomolgus monkey. After the injection of indocyanine green (ICG) in to the vessel, the endoscope can detect near-infrared fluorescence (peak: 845 nm) from the vessels on the placenta in fluorescence mode of the camera. (Fig. 2).

### 2.3 Ultra-high sensitive endoscope

A conventional endoscope needs high-powered light to see inside the uterus. Using this light raises concern about causing negative effect to perinatal fetal ocular development by the intense heat and illumination. Therefore, we developed an ultra-high sensitive endoscope using High-gain Avalanche Rushing amorphous Photoconductor (HARP) camera technology, which has been originally developed by Japan Broadcasting Corporation (Nippon Hoso Kyoukai : NHK) for broadcasting. This endoscope enables observation with extremaly low lighting such as LED (Fig. 3) (Kim et al., 2011). We compared conventional endoscopic image with our new endoscopic image to visualize an intrauterine fetal phantom model without the conventinal light source. (Fig. 4). Our new endoscope enabled to visualize the clear fetal face only with a white LED lighting.

### 2.4 High resolution ultrasound

In current fetus surgery, 3D-ultrasound (3D-US) diagnosis is fundamental to guide endoscopes and surgical instruments. However, the propagation speed of ultrasonic waves are limited so that there is a trade-off between spatial and time resolutions. We developed a high resolution ultrasound apparatus, which includes a new US probe to form transmitting beams simultaneously in two directions and four receiving beams from each transmitting
Fig. 2. Fluorescence endoscopic images are visualizing a placenta of cynomolgus monkey. Although the vessels on the placenta are invisible in the cloudy amniotic fluid, they are clearly visible to gain fluorescence from the vessels in the fluorescence mode.

Fig. 3. Appearance of the endoscopes. Left: New ultra-high sensitive endoscope with small LED light. Right: Conventional endoscope with xenon light source.

Fig. 4. Comparison of endoscopic image of an intrauterine fetal phantom model without conventional light source. Left: Conventional endoscopic image. Right: New ultra-high sensitive endoscopic image.
beam, to achieve double density volume data in spatial or time resolution (Fig. 5). Using our new apparatus, moving endoscope near intrauterine fetal phantom model are clearly and smoothly visible without diplopia of the endoscope (Fig. 6).

Fig. 5. System configuration of the high resolution ultrasound diagnosis apparatus.
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Fig. 6. (A) Conventional 3D-US image including diplopia of the endoscope by frame rate issue. (B) New 3D-US image without diplopia of the endoscope.

3. Super hands

To accomplish a safe and dexterous surgical procedure in utero, we developed specified manipulators (multi degrees-of-freedom) as well as fetal stabilizers having multi-joint distal ends. These devices are 4-mm or less in diameter to minimize uterine injuries and/or reduce perioperative complications.
3.1 Miniature manipulator

Manipulation of surgical instruments in the uterus should be safe, careful and dexterous because of fragile tissues of fetal body, placenta, amniotic membrane and so on. For this issue, we developed two miniature bending manipulators which have multi degrees-of-freedom (DOFs). One is the wire-guided linkage-driven 3.5-mm manipulator with an easily exchangeable distal end-effector such as forceps and laser fiber (Fig. 7: Left) (Yamashita et al., 2008a). The other is the more miniature wire-driven 2.4-mm manipulator (Fig. 7: Right) (Harada et al., 2006). These manipulators are mainly composed of metal (stainless steel, titanium, etc.) and sterilizable for clinical application.

These manipulators with a laser fiber to photoagulate placental communicating vessels for laser therapy of TTTS were evaluated by underwater phantom or in vitro experiments (Fig. 8), confirming their performance to photoagulate a wide range of tissues with flexible bending motions. In addition, the 3.5-mm manipulator with forceps is controlled manually with one hand to grasp and pass needle or thread in the intrauterine fetal phantom model dexterously by under endoscopic guidance (Fig. 9).

Fig. 7. Distal-end part of the miniature bending laser manipulators with a laser fiber. Left: Wire-guided linkage-driven 3.5-mm manipulator. Right: Wire-driven 2.4-mm manipulator.

Fig. 8. Left: Nd:YAG laser photoagulations of the placental phantom model surface with bending motion of the 3.5-mm laser manipulator. Right: Nd:YAG laser photoagulation of the vessels on the rat mesenterium with the wire-driven 2.4-mm bending laser manipulator.
Fig. 9. Bi-manual maneuver evaluation with a new 3.5mm forceps manipulator and previously developed 10-mm forceps manipulator. These manipulators performed transferring a needle or thread endoscopically.

3.2 Bending stabilizer

Safe approach to the intrauterine fetus is difficult because the fetus is floating and rotating in amniotic fluid. For this issue, we developed two types bending stabilizers, especially for the therapy of MMC with a covering patch and laser therapy of TTTS. One is the 2.4-mm wire-driven bending stabilizer to stabilize around the affected area. And the other is the 4-mm wire and linkage-driven balloon manipulator to hold the fetal whole-body softly (Yamanaka et al., 2008). These devices have multi-joints structure and multi-DOFs to approach fetal body non-invasively. We evaluated these devices and confirmed their effective performance in in vitro test with a cynomolgus monkey’s brain tissue (Fig. 10: Upper right) and in phantom test with a silicone model (Fig. 10: Under right).
4. Combination of “super eye and hands”

To ensure synergy and reduce the number of instruments in use during surgery when separate super eyes and hands are used, we developed two types of super device that comprise super eyes and hands to realize real-time capture of fetoscopic images for effective laser photocoagulation in utero: one is the composite-type laser fiberscope and the other is the computer-aided high-intensity focused ultrasound (HIFU) machine.

4.1 Composite-type laser endoscope

In current laser therapy in fetal surgery, a glass fiber is aligned parallel with a fetoscope, therefore it is difficult to position the laser spot with adequate distance. To solve this problem, we developed two composite-type laser endoscopes. One is the composite-type laser flexible fiberscope including central mono fiber to pass 40-W Yb fiber laser to photocoagulate target tissue with focused energy by a distal-end collective-lens (Fig. 11) (Oka et al., 2010). The outer diameter of this fiberscope is 2.2 mm (Fig. 12), and enables distance measurement with laser Doppler and blood flow detection of targeted blood vessels (Seki et al., 2009, 2010). In in vivo test using pig mesenteric vessel underwater, we confirmed occlusion of the vessels by laser photocoagulation fetoscopically (Fig. 13).

The other is a steerable laser endoscope (Yamanaka et al., 2010). Nd: YAG laser from the laser source is reflected by two galvanomirrors in a galvanometer and a beam-splitter to pass through relay lenses in the rigid endoscope. On the other hand, visible light from the distal end of the endoscope passes through the relay lenses and beam-splitter to CCD camera (Fig. 14). The galvanometer is controlled by indication of the laser spot on the...
Fig. 11. Concept of the composite-type laser fiberscope.

Fig. 12. System configuration of the composite-type laser fiberscope.

Fig. 13. In vivo test to photocoagulate a mesenteric vessel of swine.
endoscopic view of PC display to steer direction of the Nd:YAG laser beam (Fig. 15). The positioning of accuracy of the laser spot is mostly within 1.0 mm in the endoscopic view at the distance between 10 and 20 mm.

Fig. 14. System configuration of the steerable laser endoscope system.

Fig. 15. Laser spot steering control test. Positioning error is around 0.2 mm in the endoscopic view.

4.2 Automatic HIFU delivery system

Current intervention to correct cardiac morphologic abnormalities such as hypoplastic left heart syndrome (HLHS), that is sonographic cardiocentesis for atrioseptostomy is invasive because of penetrating procedure of uterus wall, fetal skin and fetal heart wall. For implementation of minimal invasive cardiac intervention, we take advantage of high intensity focused ultrasound (HIFU), and developed an automatic HIFU delivery system controlled by a real-time computer-based analysis of 2D-US left ventricular images (Fujisaki
et al., 2010; Yamashita et al., 2008b). The system consists of HIFU delivery device with monocoque spherical shaped piezo transducer and diagnostic 2D-US imaging probe, 2D-US imaging equipment, workstation, function generator and RF power amplifier to drive the transducer (Fig. 16). In in vivo evaluation using the beating hearts of anesthetized adult rabbits, the system successfully achieved a non-touch gross ablation and small transmural opening of the atrial septum (Fig. 17).

Fig. 16. System configuration of the computer-based automatic HIFU delivery.

Fig. 17. Experimental setup using an adult rabbit. HIFU delivery was done through a silicone sheet at the bottom of the degassed water tank.
5. Super navigations

To guide surgical devices with much less invasiveness in utero, we developed three navigation systems based on realtime 3D/4D-US data. These systems enable us display of intrauterine operative space for position recognition of devices intuitively.

5.1 On-site 3D display

The current 3D-US data is displayed on 2D display such as LCD monitor, however 3D-image data should be displayed on 3D display from the point of view of intuitiveness. We developed on-site 3D display system using real-time Integral Videography (IV) providing images (or visual display) without any specific glasses unlike general 3D-movie or 3D-TV. Our system can display spatial position and posture of 3D objects precisely by combination of a high-resolution large LCD monitor and a plate of micro-lens array. High-speed computing performs a real-time rendering of 3D-US diagnosis data, and transforms to clear and give a picturesque autostereoscopic 3D-model (Fig. 18). We tested our performance of this system using an intrauterine fetus silicone model, confirming on-site 3D-ultrasound image of fetus, and surgical instruments from multi-viewpoints with maximum frame rate of 3 Hz (Fig. 19).

![Fig. 18. System configuration of the on-site 3D display with real-time Integral Videography rendering.](www.intechopen.com)
5.2 Distance alarm system

The interior of the uterus is very narrow and manipulation of instruments requires the utmost attention. To support the manipulation, we developed a distance alarm system based on a real-time updated 3D/4D-US data. After receiving 3D/4D-US data of uterus and high-speed computing with multi-core processor system, the relative positions of intrauterine tissue and surgical tools such as a fetoscope and foeceps are supplied as a color mapping and warning alarm for surgical navigation (Fig. 20). From the result, accuracy of the system was about 3mm in position error, and the updating time was about 200-500ms.
5.3 Placental vascular mapping

In current TTTS laser therapy, the network of placental anastomotic vessels needs to be restructured from the narrow fetoscopic view in the surgeon’s head. For this issue, we developed placental vascular mapping system based on the placental 3D-US data and continuous placental vessels’ fetoscopic image mosaics (Fig. 21) (Liao et al., 2009). 3D spatial position of the fetoscopic images and the US image are tracked by 3D position tracking device, and the mosaiced fetoscopic images are registered to the surface of 3D-US placenta model by using the fast image rendering method and the seamless multi-images processing. As the fetoscope is moved, the range of placental vessels mapping is enlarged gradually. Results of phantom test show that the system may provide an improved and effective planning and guidance of laser therapy.

Fig. 21. Placental vascular mapping navigation system to make an entire vessel network by integration of the individual endoscopic images of placenta.
6. Conclusion

Our super devices are certainly useful in future fetal intervention independently. However, integration between super eyes, hands and navigations must be more effective surgery, which results in applications in general surgery (Fig. 22). Although part of our device is still in the experimental phase, there is a device which is ready for a clinical use with high performance. Our research members are making efforts to improve these technologies for future all over the world.

We developed super eyes, hands and navigations of surgeons and these applications for future fetal intervention. These technologies are not only for stand-alone use but also applicable for integrated use. And, because fetal surgery is one of the most difficult surgeries, our achievements will be also applicable to general surgery.

Fig. 22. Overview of super device integration of super eyes, hands and navigations for future fetal intervention, which is applicable to general surgery.
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